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The Midwest

Publisher's Note
Racing According
to Plan

A Dead Heat?
results indicated the margin of victory was 0.000 seconds.
You read that right, there was no difference between the
amount of time it took for Jason Schneider and Goede to
complete all 40 laps. I’m not aware of any other race, since
the inception of electronic scoring, that had a finish this
close. Sure, the superspeedway races with Indy Cars or
Cup cars have had some finishes that were extremely close.
This year, Jimmy Johnson tied Ricky Craven’s smallest
margin of victory record at 0.002 seconds. This gives short
track racing the upper hand when it comes to excitement in
my book.
While the numbers may have indicated it was a dead heat,
ultimately the win was still awarded to Goede. I had several
conversations with race director Tim Johnson, and have to
thank him for keeping us in the loop during his calls to
Daytona. While we couldn’t hold the presses for the story,
we felt the story was worth repeating, even though it was a
few weeks old. The reasoning for not declaring the race a
tie was that the leader was never passed. Although the
second place car had caught the leader, a pass did not take
place.

Dan Plan
As we went to press a few weeks ago, the results from Elko
Speedway were in a pending status following further
review by NASCAR officials. You see, although Matt
Goede was scored as the winner, the electronic scoring

I can see how this makes sense, but it sure would be easy
to argue it was a tie as well. I grew up in an era where we
didn’t have electronic scoring, and photo-finishes were
sometimes declared a dead heat or a tie. I still have an old
Artgo program where Trickle and Reffner had a tie a
Grundy County Speedway over 30 years ago. John
McKarns used that close finish to make headlines all over
the place. This type of finish is a
rare occurrence, and can help
build excitement for future
events, or at least it should help.
Rules are rules and obviously,
Goede's were happy with the
outcome. Jason Schneider, not
so much, but he did go on to
win the following week. For
those of us that were on hand
this night, we were lucky
enough to see two drivers, on
the edge of control, cross the
finish line closer than anybody
in the history of racing. What’s
not to like about that?

Dan Kranz photo
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The Inside Dirt

Stan Meissner
Thursday August 4: I attended the Cornbelt Clash Late
Model show at the Cedar Lake Speedway. The CBC race
along with the Midwest Modifieds as support class kicked
off USA Nationals weekend. I think that CLS has found a
winning combination as the CBC seemed to draw a bigger
Thursday night crowd than I recall seeing in the past.
Brian Birkhofer was the class of the field having won the
first Heat, the Fast Dash and 50 lap Feature. Jeremy
Kerzman won a Midwest Modified Feature that will be
remembered for Jake Miller’s animated frontstretch
theatrics.
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didn’t but it’s unfair to compare a newly reopened track
with a hastily assembled crew to a long established
program with a veteran crew. Knowing what I do about the
people involved in the operation of SCVR there will be no
favorites and they’ll operate with a high degree of integrity.
The new owners got involved because of their love for the
sport and as time goes on that will become obvious.

possible to stock up on liquid refreshments.
All was not lost with a Vikings preseason game at 7pm and
audio of the final night of the Knoxville Nationals at
7:30pm. I watched the starters play their obligatory first
few series of downs then kicked back to listen to the
Nationals audio. Donny Schatz joined Doug Wolfgang and
Steve Kinser as the only drivers with five or more wins.

People accuse me of being a “wingnut” but my
love of open wheel racing goes back before
wings and roll cages. I love watching non-wing
Sprints slice and dice for position and am
looking forward to more cars joining this solid
base of veterans and rookies. SCVR is the
perfect sized track for the non-wing Sprint Cars
and they’re putting on some great shows for the
fans. I enjoy the wing style of racing but I’ll
always have a soft spot in my heart for the
traditional Sprinters. Speaking of winged racing
SCVR has added a winged race to the Saturday
night lineup of their season ending special. If
you’re a Sprint Car fan keep Saturday September
17 open and watch for the press release.

Saturday August 6: If there was any race I
regretted missing last season it would have to
be the final night of the USA Nationals. I
enjoyed following the UMSS during the 2010
season but I wasn’t about to allow myself to
miss this race two years in a row. Weather
USA Nationals winner Josh Richards
became a factor at the Cedar Lake Speedway for
Stan Meissner photo
the third consecutive weekend but the weather
gods were especially cruel this time considering
the importance of the event. The facility was hit by heavy
Kinser has won an unprecedented twelve times and
rain late in the afternoon soaking the entire grounds making Wolfgang won five during his career. Shane Stewart
Friday August 5: Was my second of three nights of racing,
the track, infield and pit area a muddy mess. The Cedar
finished second and early leader Sammy Swindell took the
this time at the St. Croix Valley Raceway. The new SCVR
Lake Speedway crew did a great job getting the track race
final spot on the podium. Swindell beat himself up in his
owners didn’t get through the closing process until they
ready but as can be expected under those conditions the
victory lane interview for making some wrong decisions
were past the twelfth hour and there are still a few bugs to
track was heavy and fast. I recall seeing two flips, one was
that he felt had cost him a shot at winning. He had to be
be worked out. A balking grader that had to be pulled by a
Rick Egersdorf tumbling after crossing the finish line in the
frustrated after what happened last year and he’s been
tractor and a scoring controversy were two problems that
NASCAR Late Models. The other was Clint Smith who
around long enough to know that top quality rides like his
had to be overcome on this second night of operation. I’m
rolled and landed upside down in the WoO B Main. There
current deal are hard to find. Sammy’s last and only
not taking sides in any scoring controversies as sometimes
was a lot of attrition during the 100 Lap USA Nationals
Nationals win came in 1983 and he has had some tough
it is the fault of the track but many times they can be
Feature and Josh Richards endured to the end to win his
luck in this race. In 1990 Swindell led most of the race until
attributed to a misunderstanding of the rules by the
first crown jewel event. Thursday night dominator Brian
an oil leak that soaked his driving gloves and visor allowed
competitors. I do want to appeal to racers to be patient
Birkhofer finished second and Jimmy Mars had a great run
Bobby Allen to get past him. Who can forget Sammy’s
with the new track and crew. With a lot of the racers
with a third place finish.
misfortune last year when what looked like a sure win was
nowadays it seems like it’s all or nothing, everything has to
taken away by a blown tire.
be perfect for them or they threaten to go elsewhere. To
Saturday August 13: My destination was Saint Croix
add insult to injury for promoters the internet has made it
Valley Raceway for a Saturday night program that included
Mark Dobmeier had a solid sixth place finish that had to
possible to blow any problems up to the point where
Future Fours, Pure Stocks, UMSS Traditional Sprint Cars,
make it a very satisfying night for North Dakota fans.
people who don’t know the facts will jump in and take
Vintage Cars and AWF wrestling. Yes, you read that right,
Davey Heskin had a rough night in the A Main and
sides. Maybe SCVR made a scoring mistake, maybe they
AWF wrestling. Unfortunately finished in the eighteenth spot. Craig Dollansky came
a band of scattered heavy rain
home in tenth and another Minnesota based driver Brooke
cells hit both CLS and SCVR
Tatnell did not transfer out of the B Main.
canceling racing at both
western Wisconsin facilities. I We’ll see you at the races!
drove to the track, hung
around and talked for a while
then headed for home only
making it as far as downtown
Saint Croix Falls before my car
broke down. My ride home
was in the passenger seat of a
flat bed tow vehicle which is
an expensive means of getting
home from the races and one I
don’t recommend. If there was
a silver lining in this fiasco it
Brian Birkhofer and Jimmy Mars lead the Cornbelt Clash field in front happened during daylight
hours and a convenience store
of a packed house at the USA Nationals
that was conveniently located
Traditional Sprint winner Tom Kamrath
Stan Meissner photo
across the street made it
Stan Meissner photo
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Auto Racing Facts,
Observances and
Opinions

Dale P. Danielski
It’s been rather slim pickings in the race chasing category
lately but we have made some observances none the less.
The ASA Midwest Tour has certainly been a competitive
one in 2011 at least in terms of numerous main event
winners. The year began with Ross Kenseth looking like he
was going to make a shambles of the points battle taking
the first two tour wins, but since then others seem to have
caught up with the young upstart. Kenseth does currently
have three wins but Tim Schendel, Mark Mackesy, Jason
Weinkauf, Skylar Holzhausen, Jeff Choquette, and Jon
Eilen have also grabbed victories. What’s certainly
somewhat odd is that multiple series champion Steve
Carlson has not won yet nor has Andrew Morrissey who is
leading the point standings with 3 races to go. Perennial
racing up front drivers Nate Haseleu and Chris Wimmer
havn’t graced victory lane in 2011 yet either. Is the younger
set making a power and supremacy move in the series?
That will definitely be determined with some extremely
tough to win at venues coming up to end the season. The
first of those is at Raceway Park, Shakopee, MN., August
21 which is a super difficult to navigate, reasonably flat ¼
mile bull ring. A lot can be lost as well as gained racing in
this event.
New this year is the National Short Track Championship
October 2 at Rockford Speedway, Rockford, IL., which
carries ASA Midwest Tour sanction for the first time.
Anyone that has been around racing even in the slightest
knows about Rockford, one of the toughest tracks to race
on in the entire U.S. More than likely this event will humble
some that feel they have a handle on things while others
will emerge out of the dust and smoke with a good finish or
even a win here. And the season all culminates with one of
the longest running, tradition rich, Annual events going
today, Oktoberfest October 6-9 at La Crosse Fairgrounds
Speedway of West Salem, WI. Anything can happen and
usually does at the ‘Fest and when all is said and done the
ASA Midwest Tour, 2011 Champion will be crowned. Hard
to believe the season is fast winding down but there is
plenty of action to be observed heading down the stretch.
The ASA Midwest Tour will certainly be providing a good
share of it.
Here and there…It had to feel awfully good for Jonathan
Eilen to be standing in victory lane at Hawkeye Downs
Speedway, Cedar Rapids, Iowa after his ASA Midwest

Tour victory August 12.
This was the same event and
track that after a hard lick
with the wall sent Eilen to
the hospital and into
extensive rehab for a broken
back! Eilen didn’t let the
crash deter him as he came
back in impressive fashion
to win the 100 lap headliner
here tonight…Mike Carlson
picked up his first NASCAR
Late Model Feature win of
2011 at La Crosse
Fairgrounds Speedway
August 6th and he did it by
fighting off Dad Steve at the
finish. On a race restart Dad
lined up outside of Mike and
Mike Carlson at speed at La Crosse Fairgrounds Speedway
most in attendance at that
point figured it was all over
for the youngster. Not so as Mike pulled away and Steve
Nichols. Sauter followed that win up with another 30 lap
was forced to settle for 2nd place money. Dad was however
victory on the 14th . Interesting to note that both Jim Back
the first to congratulate his son on a job “Well done” after
who was leading and Dick Trickle in 2nd fell out of that race
the race…Speaking of the younger set group of drivers, we on the 29th lap leaving Sauter all alone in 1st! And, since we
find relative newcomers Matt Henderson, 5th, Mike Carlson
6th, Cole Howland, 7th, Nick Clements, 9th and Jes Tenner 10th
in current NASCAR Late Model point standings at Lax
continued on page 12
Fairgrounds with barely a handful of races left in
the season. Just outside the top ten is top rookie
contender, Michael Sauter in 11th. It could be
Dale's Pictures from the past
some of that changing of the guard in racing is
taking place here as well…August 13th at Ye
Olde Lax Speedway found a full moon lighting
up the night sky. It apparently had an effect on
drivers tonight as well as numerous cautions
spiced up things in all divisions of racing. Steve
Carlson wasn’t concerned about the moon as he
used it as a beacon to lead the way in the 25 lap
NASCAR Late Model Feature. Todd Korish
gave it a good run but wound up a close 2nd. The
Korish finish once again tightened up the points
battle as J. Herbst who placed 6th tonight leads
Korish by just 19 points. It’s beginning to look
like it could be a two car race to the track
championship as Shawn Pfaff and Brent Kirchner
have lost some ground on the two with just four
#76 Don James one of the Minnesota travelers that
points races left…With Bill Niles still out with
raced the Wisconsin circuit in the 1970s.
back problems Kevin Nuttleman piloted car 54 in
tonight’s program. No Fairy Tale ending here
though as Nuttleman finished 12th in the main
event but still remains the all time feature winner
at the track with 106 wins…The Inglett clan was
out in full force in the grandstands this past
Saturday at Lax and they were loud! They had
good reason to be as their favorite driver Matt
Inglett held off Jimmy Gilster for the 15 lap
Sportsman Feature…The thriving metropolis of
Leon, WI., was well represented tonight as Dan
Linnehan who lives there won the Outlawz
feature event. Linnehan’s racing appearances
have been minimal but he looked in top form
tonight! Although Dustin Bagstad has been
suspended from competition in the Thunderstox
Division for now, he still sure did a great job
singing the National Anthem at the track tonight.
Back in history, during the week of August 1114, 1970 at La Crosse Interstate Speedway, West
Salem, WI., Jim Sauter was on a bit of a hot
streak. Sauter captured the 30 lap feature event
at the track on August 11, followed by Marv
Marzofka, George Thornton, Everett Fox and Ed

Jim Sauter Nova that he raced to a 4th place feature
finish on the day at Wisconsin International
Raceway in 1973. Interesting to note he had to
change the number to #51 instead of his normal #5.
Who could possibly, with that number, have had
precedent over Sauter’s established number 5?
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Shakopee 125 Preview

Nathan Haseleu and Steve Carlson battle for position in
the closing laps of the 2010 ASA Midwest Tour visit to
Raceway Park (left), the 2010 top three were (L-R) Thor
Anderson, Nathan Haseuleu and Steve Carlson (above),
Billy Mohn and Dan Fredrickson do some agricultural
racing during last years main event (below).

Doug Hornickel photos

The 2011 visit by the ASA Midwest Tour to Raceway
Park in Shakopee, marks the fifth-consecutive year the
tour has appeared at the quarter-mile oval. Last year’s
event featured a late race pass by Nathan Haseleu of
Steve Carlson to pick up the win. Haseleu figured out
what the weekly competitors have been doing for
several years now; using the second groove can be to
your advantage.
There was a time when drivers thought they needed to
use the “bump and run” to get around somebody at
Raceway Park. The last three years, weekly
competitors have shown a faster car can pass on the
outside groove. Look for more side-by-side action to be
the norm for this year’s event. One thing that will be
tough to bet on will be a local competitor versus a
Touring Star. The series has seen several upset wins
this year, and Raceway Park could add their name to
the list.
Past ASA Midwest Tour Winners at Raceway Park
2007 – Dan Fredrickson
2008 – Donny Reuvers
2009 – Donny Reuvers
2010 – Nathan Haseleu
2011 – ?

Martin DeFries photo
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Dirty Talkin'

Creating Another Generation of Race Fans

Kris McMartin
For as long as I can remember, I have very fond memories
of dirt track racing, curling my little hand into my dad’s and
asking a million questions each time we went. I grew up in
California and whether it was seeing the midgets at Ascot
Park or the stock cars at the Bakersfield Raceway, I was in
heaven any time we pulled into the parking lot with our
blankets and coolers. I have been passing this tradition on
to my daughter and my young granddaughter here in
Wisconsin. We attend many race events in the Midwest
from regular race nights at Cedar Lake Speedway to seeing
the sprints at Knoxville Raceway. At 10 and 5 years old
these girls love racing and going to the races no matter
what is on the track.
This past weekend we attended the USA Nationals at
Cedar Lake Speedway, while this event includes some of
the best Late Model racing in this part of the country it is
an event that I have previously not taken my daughter to. I
have enjoyed this event in every way for a number of years
and have enjoyed this “kid free” weekend, along with all of
the more adult activities and entertainment after the racing,
however after a lot of begging and pleading and please,
please, pretty please with sugar on tops, I caved and
decided that it might be fun for her to be able to watch this
caliber of racing as well as have fun camping and walking
the pits to see some of the Country’s best Late Models and
Drivers.

FansFund driver, best appearing car entrant and Katrina's
favorite - Andy Altenburg at the USA Nationals

Vince Peterson photo
We enjoyed three nights of fantastic racing culminating in
the big dance Saturday night with the $50,000 to win 100
lap feature race. On Thursday we got to check out the cars
that entered into the Fans Fund best of show, where there
were some pretty impressive wraps on display. Katrina’s
favorite was the 00 car which was covered in fireworks
including the wheel covers, the past winners and a picture
of the Nationals trophy behind the windows and a 9/11
tribute on the hood. On Friday night after the races I took
her to the party under the big tent for just a little while and
even let her ride the mechanical bull that was there as part
of the after the races entertainment. Saturday was all about
a family cookout in the camp ground and racing. During
one of the early races on Saturday there was a big wreck in
turn two which included one of the cars getting upside
down. My daughter just looked at me wide eyed and said,
“Oh my gosh mom did you see that, these cars don’t go
upside down, that was more like a sprint car wreck.”

www.racingonline.com

It was a great weekend with decent weather and incredible
racing and I know that it was the right decision to bring my
young daughter on this adventure as she called it. All the
way home on Sunday she thanked me for everything but
most of all for letting her come to this very big racing
weekend. With her love of racing it will now become a
tradition for our family to enjoy together as we mold our
next generation race fan and I hope that she too will pass
this passion for dirt track racing and family fun on to her
children so that the sport will carry on for all future race
fans to enjoy.

August 18, 2011
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$50,000.00.

Publishers Note from page 3
USA Nationals Highlights
While we knew it would be hard to top last years USA
Nationals, I think they may have done it again this year.
There was a little bit of something for fans of all ages. From
the afternoon best-appearing car contest put on by Rich
Olson and the FansFund group, to the late night
mechanical bull, there were plenty of items to keep us
occupied for three straight days.

Dwain Behrens
Memorial
This annual event
Jerry Zimmer photo
was another item
marked on the
calender at the
beginning of the year. As is the case with just about
any racing event, there was action, excitment and
drama. Plenty of action, and once again it was the
Reuvers, Kane show in the Thunder Cars, the
excitement was the Ostdiek boys battling for the win
in the Legends main event, and the drama transpired
in the tech shed for the Power Stock drivers, as
several were disqualified for vairous infractions. Dan
Fredrickson simply dominated the Super Late Model
main event. It was also great to see a good-sized
crowd on hand for an event honoring one of the

Jerry Zimmer photo

Although Mother Nature once again this year tried to
throw a wrench in our plans, the Saturday night final event
was put on as scheduled. Yes the racing was good, and
once again the conspiracy theorists will have a story to tell,
thinking that Josh Richards did not deserve to win the race.
Everything went as the rules are stated, and Richards had
to fight hard to get the lead from Jason Raun to take home

The late night mechanical
bull riding was a new item
for post race evening
activity, and was a big hit
for the weekend. Quite
possibly the best free
entertainment I have ever
witnessed. I think many
would agree that Iowa
driver Jill George also had
a much better performance
on the bull than she did
on the track.

drivers that played an important role in the history of Elko
Speedway.
And finally…….
FansFund founder, and super-race fan Rich Olson, recently
announced he was stepping down from his role with the
FansFund. I have to thank Rich for coming up with the
concept of having fans donate money to encourage other
drivers to attend the show. Not only did Rich make it
possible for fans to see drivers that may not have made the

continued on page 9

Special Event!
Saturday September 17,2011 - 3:00pm
4 & 8 Cylinder Enduro
$1,000.00 to win for 4-cylinders
$2,000.00 to win for 8-cylinders

Payback to top 15 positions

Total purse in excess of
$8,000.00 Guaranteed!

952-445-2257
Upcoming events
Friday, August 26
Friday Night Destruction presented by CocaCola. Figure 8’s, Flagpole Race’s, Mini Stocks,
Flyers, Legends, Bandeleros, Steel Wall Crash
7:30pm

Sunday, September 4
NASCAR Event* Presented by J3 Property
Services Bed Race’s plus Kids Penny Toss
6:00pm

Sunday, August 28
NASCAR Event* Plus School Bus Figure 8
Race. Kids Box Car Race
6:00pm

Monday, September 5
THUNDER N LIGHTNING SERIES presented by
Monster Energy (4&8) Spectator Drags
3:00pm

Sunday, September 11
NASCAR Event* Whelen All American Series
Season Championships!
6:00pm
Friday, September 16
Friday Night Destruction - Figure 8’s, Flagpole
Race, Thunder V8’s, Mini Stocks, Flyers, Garden
Tractors Race’s, plus Oval School Bus Race
7:30pm

www.goracewaypark.com
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Get your copy of MRC delivered to your home.
Yearly subscriptons just $20.
Mail this form with check or money order to;
The Midwest Racing Connection
P.O
.O.. Box 22111
St. Paul, MN 55122

Jerry Zimmer photo
continued from page 8
long tow to Cedar Lake, he made it possible for kids, like my
son, to meet some of the super stars of dirt track racing up
close and in person during the FansFund luncheon on
Saturday afternoons during the Nationals. The FansFund
will continue, but the person that takes over this role will
have some very big shoes to fill. The number of people
who are as passionate about dirt track racing as Rich, is
most likely a small number. The ones that are willing to put
in the countless hours of work that Rich put into the

FansFund are probably
fewer still. Our best
wishes go out to Rich,
and we truly hope
someone comes forward
to continue the tradition
of the FansFund.

Name:
Address:
City:
State/Zip:
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Photo Gallery

Jeremy Kerzman won the Midwest Mod feature during the USA Nationals
Vince Peterson photo

St. Croix Valley Speedway winner Krysta Swearingen
Stan Meissner photo

LaCrosse Late Model winner Mike Carlson
Bruce Nuttleman photo

Elko Thunder Car winner Kyle Sellner
Martin DeFries photo

Short Tracker winner Kevin Beamish
Martin DeFries photo

RoadRunner winner Jarrod Sutherland
Jimmy Ambruoso photo
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Photo Gallery

Racin' Jason Schneider picked up his first feature win of the year
Martin DeFries photo

Another feature win for Jerry Gille
Jimmy Ambruoso photo

LaCrosse Sportsmen winner Dan Gilster
Bruce Nuttleman photo

Tom Kamish in victory lane once again
Martin DeFries photo

Raceway Park Figure-8 winner Mike Dickey
Martin DeFries photo

NASCAR Late Model winner Cory Mahder
Stan Meissner photo
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Racing Facts, Observances and Opinions
from page 5
are in the midst of a slow column day. a bit more history.
On August 6th, 1971 Don James #76 from Bloomington,
MN., captured the 20 lap Feature event at La Crosse
Interstate. He was followed by Lyle Nabbefeldt #55s and
Jim Back #61. Semi-Feature honors went to Buck Linhart
#58 with Dale Pennel #2 and Dale Walworth #83 in pursuit.
1st heat winner was #6 Ed Nichols the 2nd went to #40 John
Scott with the 3rd to #15 Rich Somers. James also won the
fast dash. Quote of the column, “It just figures the only
place it’s raining in the area is right over the race track.”
That from Dale P. Danielski who with his wife who doesn’t
catch that many races these days were just heading out the
door for action at Mississippi Thunder Speedway in
Fountain City, WI. only to find the event had moments
before been canceled due to a storm cell right over the race
track!
Questions, comments, opinions and other information
welcome at Starmaker Multimedia 967 10th Ave N Ste A,
Onalaska, WI 54650 608-783-5827 or at
dale@starmakermultimedia.com

Trouble in the "X"
"TIRES DESIGNED FOR CHAMPIONS"
Kart and Quarter Midget tire distributor

Bob Snyder
651-455-8589

It was just about this time last year that the Figure-8 drivers at Raceway Park in Shakopee started getting
a little bit adventurous, dare we say crazy. It appears that they are on track to do the same again this year.
Recently, Scotty "Too Hotty" Westphal cut things a little too close in the X. After contact with Steve
Cheever, Westphal was then T-boned by Danny Johnson. All drivers were OK following the collision.

Martin DeFries photos

www.aRaceWorthWinning.org
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Going in
Circles

By Charlie Spry
I’ll start this column off with a little information about our
trip to a familiar track, Columbus 151 Speedway, back on
August 5th. The weather was a little bit cooler than the
past couple of weeks, with much more enjoyable temps.
Veteran late model racer, and former track champion Andy
Tomlinson was present for the first time this season
tonight. “This might also be our last time,” Said Andy. We
might have a buyer for the car and they want to see it out
on the track. We just can’t afford to do it anymore.” Andy
took home second place in the feature behind Rob
Retallick, whose Dad, Bill, had won the feature the previous
week. Bill didn’t have a very good night tonight, as he
impacted the turn 1-2 wall very hard after it seemed the
throttle stuck on his car during time trials, he got out of the
car on his own to walk to the ambulance, so that is a good
sign that everything is all right.
Street stock racer Randy Breunig was a bit worried before
time trials, as he noted that the car had developed a clutch
problem, which they were not aware of before loading the
car. “We are going to see if we have time to go somewhere
and get one, otherwise we will just have to do what we can
and call it a night,” Said Randy. A new clutch was located
just in time from a local parts house, installed, and the car
was good to go, as Randy won both his heat and the
feature.
Enjoyed talking to street stock rookie Tim Belz. Tim is
sixteen years old, and reports that this is his first attempt at
racing anything. “I started coming to the races here, and it
looked like fun. We started looking at cars, and found this
one, and here I am.” Tim has been starting at the back of
the pack all year long, while he gets familiar with racing in
general. Tonight, he took his front row starting spot and
had the fun of leading his heat and feature for a lap or two,
which is a great experience. “My goal this year is to just get
seat time, finish the year, and learn to set it up. I will stick to
this track only, but maybe venture to some other tracks

next year,” Said Tim. While he has had his share of rough
going and typical rookie mistakes, he is learning and
getting faster each week. He hails from Sun Prairie, and is
racing the car formerly owned by Dale Weatherwax.
Art Blakely and his son-In-Law Ken Ring both had Bandit
cars here tonight, but the team cars had the misfortune of
suffering transmission troubles in one, and engine issues in
the other. Neither even got a chance to race. Hoping their
luck changes.
I’ve been really impressed with Bandit division driver Haley
Kapp this year. The young teenager is doing a fantastic job
racing both here and at the Dells, with two separate cars.
She has won two features already at the Dells this year, and
has run strong here at Columbus, looking very capable of
cracking the feature win list here as well. She has won a fast
dash and four heat races here at Columbus as well. While
short in stature, she is tall in talent. She races real cleanly,
too. I think she will have a strong future in this sport.
Rookie hobby stock racer Justin Kumbier won his first
career feature tonight, as he held off a late charge from a
couple of real veterans, Andy Raley and Kale Peterman.
“We had a caution with six laps to go, and I looked in the
mirror and got a little worried when I saw two former track
champions on my tail. I was just glad to get the win.” Said
Justin. Nice job in keeping his cool under pressure for the
driver of the “Blue Ox.” Ryan Oetzel somehow survived a
rather wild backup feature tonight, as everyone in front of
him either spun out or did something to eliminate
themselves, including taking down one of the sponsor
signs in the infield. Anything can and will happen in this
race. Derek Dixon squeezed out a feature win at the line in
the Bandit feature, leading only the last couple of feet, but
that is all you need. He set fast time as well to pad his point
lead.
On Saturday, we took the four cylinder racer up to
Marshfield with an attempt to race there. However, Mother
Nature had other thoughts on the matter and decided to
drench central Wisconsin with more rain, ending the show
after time trials.
The following Thursday, we took a trip north once again to
attend the races at the State Park Speedway near Wausau.
Once again, we ran into some dark clouds and even a bit of
precipitation on the way, but by the time we arrived, it was
a beautiful and sunny afternoon and a correspondingly
nice evening.

Late model racer Tucker Miller reports having both a good
and bad year so far, saying, “I’m eighth in points, and have
run real well, but I have also had two bad wrecks that really
took a lot to fix. Neither one was my fault, which is good,
but you still have to fix it.
The racing fund is about
finished off for the year.”
"Grandpa Bob" Dalsky in action.
Tucker obviously has the
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time of his life doing his
racing, he always seems
to have a big smile on his
face at the track. Plenty of
room for more sponsors
on his ride.
While Tim Sauter drove to
the super late feature win,
I think everyone was
watching the familiar #12
machine of Mark
Mackesy. Every time I
have been here, he seems

to start mid-pack or towards the back, and he is always the
one to watch, as he seems to pass more cars than anyone,
often winning. Tonight he got up to second place where he
finished, but it is a testament to his ability to get around
this track, perhaps better than anyone. Chad Dietsche had
a very good car tonight and drove it well in dominating the
four cylinder class feature. Adam Eckes kept pace, but
couldn’t cut into the huge lead that Dietsche had built up.
“Grandpa Bob” Dalsky drove to a fine third place feature
finish. Bob has been racing for awhile, as he stated that he
began racing back in 1959. “I started out right here,” Said
Bob. “I had a Hudson, and I remember one night I hit the
dirt bank off turn one-two here, and the car rolled over on
it’s roof. Those cars had a kind of narrow window opening,
and I remember seeing smoke and thinking that it was on
fire, and I’d better get out, quick. I was thinner and younger
then, and I bet I got out of that window in record time. It
ended up that it wasn’t on fire, anyway.” Bob raced locally
from 1959-1964, then ran the IMCA stock cars from 19641969, as part of his racing experiences.
Jeff Nowak has returned with a new racer and a new
division. He had been racing a pure stock, but a few weeks
ago destroyed the car when the throttle stuck going into
turn 1-2, impacting the wall very hard and destroying the
car. “I remember seeing people running away from the wall
in the pits, and then the hard hit. It curled the frame horns
right back.” Jeff now has a new car, a super stock that had
been raced by Jimmy Ganski a few years back. One of the
newest drivers here in the four cylinder class is sixteen year
old Evan Call. Evan moved here from Maine about a year
ago, and brought his race car with him. His first racing
actually took place here at State Park, as the car that was
being prepared for racing back east was very similar to
what is being raced in that area. “I saw the racing here, and
I just knew that this is where I want to learn to race,” Said
Evan. “The people here are really good, will help you out,
and have patience with you. I’ve made a lot of mistakes this
year, but have learned from them and am trying to
continually get better.” Kyle Genett won the pure stock
feature, while Ryan Hinner won the super stock main event
after swapping the lead back and forth with Lyle Nowak.
Nowak faded a bit in the latter stages, allowing Mike Gwidt
to make a bid for second, as Nowak successfully fended
him off.
On Friday, my jinx was broken, and I found a race track that
was able to get a show in with no rain. Madison
International Speedway got their weekly show in, albeit
with a small rain delay. Starting late, they still finished
things off quickly, as dark clouds and an impressive
lightning show were just a few miles to the south of the
track. Zack Riddle has been on a late season tear, as he
recorded his third late model feature win in a row here
Martin DeFries photos
tonight. He had to hold off Jeremy Miller after a late
caution. This all came after he had built up an impressive
lead in the race. Todd Ambrose swept the sportsman
division in fine style, while Gary Stark Jr. won the Bandit
main event. With nearby Columbus 151 raining out, several
of the Bandit cars that normally race there were on hand
tonight, making for a nice car count. Cory Talaska looked
good in taking the Legends feature, having to fight through
lapped traffic right at the end to finish ahead of Aaron
Moyer. While you wouldn’t normally think of this type of
race as being overly exciting or even close, the faster
pastor races were very interesting. The best of the faster
pastor races was the second race where MIS chaplain Todd
Christopherson edged out another pastor right at the start/
finish line to get the win. Very good racing and crowd
pleasing. Those who didn’t stick around to see it missed a

continued on page 14
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MILLER 100-HAWKEYE DOWNS ASA Midwest Tour Race Recap
The Miller 100 presented by McGrath Powersports at
Hawkeye Downs Speedway ended with revenge to the
track from winner Jonathan Eilen. Last year, Eilen hit the
wall coming out of turn two and sustained season-ending
injuries which required months of rehabilitation. He
returned with the ASAMT full-time this season and won
his first event of 2011 at the very track that bit him in 2010.
“It was great to show the track who was boss,” said Eilen.
Eilen took advantage of the double-file restart after a
caution. Leader Nathan Haseleu started on the inside
followed by second place, Tim Schendel. Eilen opted for
the outside and was able to get a run on Haseleu and the
rest was history.
Current point leader, Andrew Morrissey was the ECHO
Quick Cut Qualifier for the third time this season with an
18.386. He was followed by Nick Murgic with an 18.475 and
the youngster from Hinckley, OH, Matt Tift with an 18.486.
Chris Weinkauf was fastest in the second practice session
with an 18.659 and Dan Fredrickson was fastest in the first
session with an 18.851. Nathan Haseleu started on the pole
after an inversion of 11. He took the lead and checked out
from the field for the first 57 laps. Tim Schendel was the

only one keeping him in his sites for most of those laps.
When the caution flew on lap 56, Eilen took the lead two
laps after the restart and continued to pull away from the
field for his first win of 2011.
It was a pretty rough night for several ASA Midwest Tour
Stars. During one of the cautions of the night, several
Touring Stars, including Nick Murgic, Steve Carlson, and
Ross Kenseth, as well as last week’s Iowa Speedway
winner, Jeff Choquette, all went into the pits to make
adjustments and returned to join the field before it went
green. Travis Sauter was having a great day making his
move up into the top three when he and the #35
of Joey Gase made contact sending them both
Doug
to the rear. Jacob Goede started in 15th position
and charged his way into third. Point leader,
Andrew Morrissey had another consistent night
finishing in fourth.

Stephanie Losiniecki. Einhaus held his own for a while on
the outside but slipped back to sixth and stayed there.
Losiniecki and Lawver also slipped back to 8th and 9th,
while fast qualifier Sellner finished 10th. Scott Null who
had what appeared to be serious problems earlier in the
night finished in 3rd. Overall it was a great night for the
ASA Midwest Sunoco Sportsman Tour. There is only one
event left to wrap up the Sportsman championship. The
next event is Saturday, October 1st at the National Short
Track Championship at Rockford Speedway.
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Morrissey now has a 47 point lead over Ross
Kenseth and Skylar Holzhausen has a 144 point
lead over Joel Theisen for the Rookie of the Year
honors with three events remaining.

Ten Sportsman drivers were on hand for the
Hawkeye 35-lap event. Bryan Turtle took the top
spot in the practice
session with a 22.281.
Farmington, MN’s,
Dillon Sellner was the
quick qualifier with a
22.160 followed by
point leader, Chris
Marek with a 22.190
and Bryan Turtle with
a 22.220. All ten
drivers started the the
main event. It did not
Doug Hornickel photo take long for Chris
Marek to take the lead
and go home with his second consecutive
Going in Circles from page 13
Hawkeye Downs Speedway victory. Jerome
good one. Never leave early. Rumor has it that some of
“Suds” Suderland and Scott Lawver led the field
the top late model teams are now looking to sign up
to the green followed by David Einhaus and
Todd.
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By Kari Shear-Carlson

Dave Wickstrum had a new Bandit car out for the first
time this year, but unfortunately never got to race it, as
the power steering pump spewed it’s contents all over.
Dave reports having completely re-doing the cage, as
well as the brakes, floor pan, and much more. The car
had formerly been raced on the dirt in Missouri. A new
driver was also testing tonight, as Tim Lampman
turned some laps in a testing capacity. I believe Tim is
the son of long time super late model racer Dennis
Lampman, A.K.A. the “Gentle Giant.” The car looked
very familiar too, with the orange color and number
nine, as well as Barricade Flasher sponsorship.
On Saturday we went back to Marshfield as I was
hoping to race there this week with no rain. With rain
threatening, they hustled the show right along, as I ran
with the CWMSA four cylinder class, we were the first
feature to run, and were finished before dark. It was
great to race with these guys (and a girl). They told me
that the division as a whole has had only had TWO
cautions all season long in all races. That is a
testament to how clean they race. Thanks to all for
kind comments, offers of help with the car, and to Gary
Haarklau/Coletta Gomes for allowing me to store the
race car at their place all week.

Doug Hornickel photo
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Gille Survives a Chaotic Figure 8 Trailer Race Night at Rockford
By Jordan Kuehne
Jerry Gille’s certainly got a knack for late season charges
and the two-time Stanley Steemer NASCAR Late Models
champion made his presence known with a division-leading
fifth visit to the winner’s circle tonight at the Rockford
Speedway. Gille snagged a second consecutive trophy
after surviving a mayhem-filled 30-lap main event that got
the carnage started well before the evening’s closing act,
the Kar Korner World Famous Figure 8 Trailer Race.

Gille stepped up to the plate and didn’t mince words when
asked about his top rival, points leader Ryan Carlson.

outlast Chris Lindah and leave an indelible mark in the Kar
Korner World Famous Figure 8 Trailer Race.

“We’re gonna spank his butt,” Gille exclaimed to the
delight of the many fans in attendance and if the recent
pattern holds form, he certainly will be a player for a
third title — Gille has managed to slash what was once
a 50-plus point deficit to a relatively minor gap of just
10 markers with a little over a month remaining in the
season.

Jimmy Ambruoso photos

With an enthused crowd cheering him on in victory lane,

Scott Hoeft finally broke through and collected his first
Budweiser American Short Trackers
feature win of 2011 after a heat race
Jimmy Ambruoso photo
incident left BJ Sparkman reeling and
brother George holding the points lead. In
the tight Bargain Hunter Sportsman class,
Matt Lundberg landed in the winner’s
circle with a spirited effort that left him
trailing 15-year-old Austin Nason by just
two points as the gap continues to close
with time winding down.
Alex Papini solidified his efforts for a first
career Mtn Dew RoadRunners
championship with a fourth place finish as
his close friend, Jarrod Sutherland, took
home the hardware after going wire-towire for the victory. In the event fans were
A packed house was on hand to the the world famous
waiting for, Mark Madey managed to
trailer race at Rockford Speedway

Wild Night at Speedway Results in Carlson Win
By Ashley Iwanski
Maybe it was a slick track or maybe the drivers faced
difficult-handling cars, either way Steve Carlson was able
to survive five cautions in the Kwik Trip NASCAR Late
Model feature for his third win of the season. It all started
on the first lap. Tony Bagstad was the quickest he’s been
all season when he jumped into the lead in the first turn of
the race. He was able to open up an eight car length lead,
but caution or no caution hard-charging Carlson was going
to catch him. Each lap Carlson seemed to be passing
another car, until the halfway point. Carlson was just
getting ready to pass Bagstad for the lead on the outside
when Tim Nelson spun, bringing out the first caution of the
night.
On the double-file restart Carlson started second, but never
got a chance to get a good run on the leader because Cole
Howland slammed into the wall in the exit of turn two for
the second caution of the night. “It’s very possible it’s a
season ender” said Cole Howland’s father, Jeff. “It will be
tough to get it fixed in time to make it back out (for the
regular season).” Although Howland’s season was ended

in the crash, it allowed Carlson to take over the
lead on the restart. Carlson survived three more
cautions, weaved his way through lap traffic and
held off Todd Korish who was in hot pursuit of
the race leader until the checkered flag waved.
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“The car was awesome,” Korish said. “Steve
(Carlson) got through the traffic a little faster and
got some clean air, otherwise it may have been
different.” But, it wasn’t different. Korish finished
second behind Carlson, followed by Brent
Kirchner, Brad Powell and Tony Bagstad.
Matt Inglett also won a feature Saturday night at
La Crosse Speedway. The North Country
Contractors Sportsmen drivers were extremely
rowdy compared to usual; the cars were door handle to
door handle racing through the corners. A caution came
out on lap one when Bill Martin went shooting into the
grass on the backstretch. Martin was unable to stop and
kept sliding through the grass and up into the middle of
turns three and four just as the field was going through the

turns. Most of the cars made it around Martin, but Branden
Berg wasn’t as lucky. Berg hit Martin sending one of
Berg’s tires flying across the track.

continued on page 17
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Fredrickson dominates Behrens Memorial at Elko
By Jim Burns
For the past few seasons Lakeville’s Dan Fredrickson has
been “on the road” with his ASA touring schedule, but
after a recent conversation he committed to running the
18th annual Dwain Behrens Memorial at Elko Speedway
and it turned out to be a great decision as Fredrickson led
“wire to wire” in topping the 40 lap headliner to highlight
the NASCAR Whelen All American Series action Saturday
August 13, 2011 at Elko Speedway.
After a late afternoon shower, track officials were forced to
cancel the nights qualifying session and after diligent work
by drivers and officials to dry the track, the action took the
green as scheduled with highly competitive heat races in all
divisions getting the large and vocal crowd ready for the
nights feature races. In the NASCAR Super Late Model
division, 19 starters paraded around the 3/8ths mile oval
with #40 memorial flags in tribute to Elko Hall of Fame
member Dwain Behrens, in whose memory these teams
would race. At the drop of the green, pole sitter Dan
Fredrickson edged away from Paul Paine to take the lead,
with Steve Anderson, Jason Schneider, Matt Goede, Nick
Murgic and Jon Lemke in tow. As Fredrickson began to
distance himself from Paine, Anderson got a great run off
turn two moving to second on lap six.
As the action remained “clean and green”, Murgic began to
come to life as he caught and passed Paine for second on
lap seven, before reeling in Anderson for second on lap 11.
Another challenger also came into the picture near the
midpoint as Goede worked around Schneider then Paine
and Anderson to third on lap 18, but the problem was

Fredrickson had powered his way
to a 12 car length advantage and
wasn’t slowing down. Over the
final 22 markers, the fans were
treated to a great battle between
Goede and Murgic, with Goede
taking second on lap 32, but on
this night it was Fredrickson in
dominant fashion earning the
checkers and the winner’s clock
that was awarded by the Behrens
family.
In the Big 8’s, rookie of the year
contender Todd Kamish battled
with Darren Wolke for the early
lead, with Doug Brown ducking
under Mike Pederson for third
just two laps in. As Kamish kept
Wolke at bay, Dylan Moore
joined in the hunt on lap four working by Ryan Kamish and
then Pederson to take third, before Wolke pulled even with
Todd Kamish for the lead on lap seven, eventually taking
the point on lap 10. Wolke would continue to show the
way, as Brown caught and passed Todd Kamish for second
on lap 21 before reeling in Wolke on lap 23 taking the lead.
Over the final two laps, Brown pulled away from Wolke for
the win, with Moore working to third and Travis Stanley
edging Todd Kamish.
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under Dillon Sellner to join the top three on lap five, with
Brent Kane dropping Sellner to fifth one lap later. With
King continuing to set the pace, Reuvers and Kane roared
around Kyle Sellner on lap seven before working the
outside line to drop King to third on lap eight. Once in the
lead, Reuvers and Kane began to check out with ten to go
before the caution flew on lap 22 as Greg Borchardt cut a
tire and stalled in turn two. On the restart, Kane got a big
run on the outside of Reuvers taking the lead and the win,

continued on page 17

The Thunder Cars saw Scott King jump out to the early
lead, with Kyle Sellner and Ted Reuvers making early runs

Kane Picks up Career win #50 at Raceway Park
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Despite a suspension failure moments after taking a
checkered flag in his heat race, and launching over turn
one, Brent Kane went on to pick up his 50th career feature
win. Kane held off several challenges from Chaska’s
Jeremy Wolff to grab the win. Bryan Turtle capped off
successful weekend with another top-three finish to go
along with his runner-up finish at Hawkeye Downs
Speedway earlier in the weekend.
Robert Bakke picked up the win in the Short Trackers over
Andy Benhardus and Erica Wabel. Recently un-retired

driver “A” Dave Paulsrud, picked up the
race win with the IMCA Old-Timers visit to
Raceway Park. Wild and Crazy Figure-8
main events were taken by point leaders
Ricky Martin and Mark Bronstad.
Adam Royle picked up yet another feature
win in the Late Models, crossing the line
ahead of Chad Walen and Nick Barstad.
Doug Schmitz went two-in-a-row in Mini Stock main events,
holding off Jason Heitz and Jack Purcell. James Wenzel won
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the Bandolero main event, with Bryan Keske taking the
Legends main event to cap off the evening.
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LaCrosse Speedway from page 15
On the restart Inglett was putting pressure on race leader
Rob Mason. The two traded paint for a couple of laps until
Inglett took the lead with six laps to go. Inglett was able to
stay in the lead and take the win as Jimmy Gilster moved
into second. Mason finished third.
Chris Weber walked away Saturday night with a United
Auto Supply Thunderstox feature win. The drivers were
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very impatient, bumping and banging before they got the
green flag. Within laps of getting the green flag drivers
moved into four-wide racing. The outside cars were inches
from the wall as they sped around the ¼ mile oval. The
drivers continued to go three and four wide in the corners
until Weber took the checkered flag.

able to move into the lead for the win. Jerry Aylsworth
finished second and Charles Vian Jr. third.
Linnehan took another checkered flag when the Sportsmen
and Thunderstox went head-to-head in a Double-O novelty
event.

Daniel Linnehan took the win in the Volden Construction
Outlawz division after fast time qualifier slammed into the
wall on the backstretch. After the caution Linnehan was
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Elko Speedway from page 16
with James Lindgren charging home third with Kyle Sellner
and Michael Gilomen in the top five.
The Legends had an emotional part on this night as well as
two of Dwain Behrens nephews would play a large part of
the story as Michael Ostdiek charged by Greg Erhardt for
the early lead, with brother Matt charging by Todd Tracy
for third on lap four. Despite two caution periods to slow

the action, the fans saw the brothers chasing each other
high and low in pursuit of the win, but on this night it
would be Michael Ostdiek scoring his first career win,
edging brother Matt for the win, with Derek Lemke edging
Tracy for a top three. Following the win, an ecstatic winner
commented “I’m sure Dwain was looking down at me”!
The Power Stocks saw Taylor Goldman charge by Dan
Bohnsack for the early lead, with Matt Ryan charging by
Chris Sjulstad and Bohnsack to move to second on lap

three before a spinning Bohnsack brought out the caution
on lap five. On the restart, Ryan moved around Goldman for
the point with Devon Schmidt and Paul Hamilton dropping
Goldman to fourth on lap seven, with Dustin Mann and
Darren Waltermann continuing “Rollergirls” slide on lap 10.
Ryan appeared to be headed for the win before a blown
motor sent him to the infield on lap 16 moving Schmidt to
the lead. Once at the point, Schmidt cruised to the win over
Hamilton, Mann, Waltermann and Goldman. The finish
would be shuffled as the post race technical inspection
found an illegal intake on Hamilton, an illegal intake on
Mann and illegal tires on Waltermann disqualifying the trio
moving Goldman to second, Sjulstad to third, Bohnsack to
fourth and Ryan fifth.
Topping off the action were the Mini Stocks and it was the
“Zach Schelhaas Show” as the defending divisional
champion kept Jack and Alec Purcell at bay in cruising to
the Heat and Feature win to earn a clean sweep of the
action.
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The Midwest Racing Connection Directory Page

952-461-3300

Downtown Shakopee
952-445-9668

Come to Krome’s;
where it’s happy
hour all day,
every day

20152 Kenrick Ave. West
Lakeville, MN 55044
Phone (952) 469 - 3182 * Fax (952) 469 - 7724

163 Leonard Street South
608-786-3323

Appleton, WI

920-739-1550

www.gotomn.com

www.northernracingproducts.com

Follow us on facebook. Just search for The Midwest Racing Connection
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AIRPORT SERVICE - CALL 24 HOURS
*Time Calls - Appointments

DISCOUNT TAXI
FOR TRANSPORTATION
Toll Free 1-888-240-8294

612-723-5500
www.discounttaxiracing.com
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